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Abstract. This contribution aims to give a basic overview of the latest results regarding

the production of resonances in different collision systems. The results were extracted

from experimental data collected with HADES that is a multipurpose detector located at

the GSI Helmholtzzentrum, Darmstadt. The main points discussed here are: the proper-

ties of the strange resonances Λ(1405) and Σ(1385), the role of Δ’s as a source of pions

in the final state, the production dynamics reflected in form of differential cross sections,

and the role of the φ meson as a source for K− particles.

1 Introduction
In the last years new efforts have been set to gain a comprehensive understanding for resonance pro-

duction in elementary, and consequently also heavy ion reactions. One example is the propagation of

particles with a high absorption probability through nuclear matter. Anti-kaons, for instance, strongly

couple to strange resonances in the nuclear medium via reactions, like:

KN →Λ(1405) → KN/Σπ, (1)

KN →Σ(1385) → KN/Σπ/Λπ. (2)

To understand the production kinematics and in-medium propagation of anti-kaons, the basic proper-

ties of these resonances have to be correctly taken into account in transport models, for instance.

Other observables, like inverse slope parameters of transverse momentum spectra, reflect directly

the influence of resonances. A nice example is the extraction of different effective temperatures1 for

K+ and K− in Ar+KCl collisions [1]. This observation is, in fact, not a sign of a different thermal

decoupling of the two mesons from the medium but originates from the different production mech-

anisms for the two kaon species [2]. Namely, a large fraction of K− stems from the φ decay which

modifies their observed spectrum.

Starting from these and other observations, HADES has intensively studied resonance produc-

tion in several light colliding systems (p+p, d+p, p+Nb) to build a solid basis for the understanding

of hadron properties in heavier collision systems. Of large interest in these investigations were the

properties of the first excited strange resonances Λ(1405) and Σ(1385) [3, 4]. Further, the role of Δ

and N* production was investigated in several works in elementary reactions at different beam kinetic

energies [5–8]. An objective was the extraction of the individual contributions of the resonances to

the total production cross section, as well as their production and decay properties which are encoded

in angular distributions in different reference frames. An extension of the studies regarding the φ/K−
ratio in Ar+KCl reactions is the reconstruction of this quantity in the Au+Au (1.23 GeV/A) collision

system.

The data, presented here, were all collected with the HADES experiment which is a versatile

detector installed as a fixed target experiment at the GSI Helmholtzzentrum. For details about the

experimental setup see Ref. [9].

2 Strange Resonances by HADES
The importance of resonance properties for the in-medium anti-kaon propagation was the motivation

for two analyses regarding the strange resonances Λ(1405) and Σ(1385)+ with HADES. Both reso-

nances were reconstructed in p+p collisions at a beam kinetic energy of 3.5 GeV. While the Σ(1385)+

1This corresponds to the inverse slope parameter of the transverse momentum distribution at mid-rapidity
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Figure 1. (Color online) The Λπ+ invariant mass distribution from Reaction (3) [3]. The contribution from the

Σ(1385)+ resonance as well as background channels is shown by the different colored histograms.

Figure 2. The line shape of the Λ(1405) reconstructed from Reaction 4 is compared to measurements with pion

induced reactions [13] of Thomas et al. [14] and Engler et al. [15].

is understood as a three quark resonance, the Λ(1405) is treated as a bound meson-baryon system con-

sisting of two interfering poles in most of the theories [10]. This property makes the measured line

shape of the Λ(1405) a particularly interesting observable, as it is believed that the entrance channel in

which the Λ(1405) is produced can influence the appearance of its mass spectrum due to its peculiar

sub-structure.

The Σ(1385)+ was reconstructed in the reaction:

p + p → Σ(1385)+nK+, (3)

where the Λπ+ decay of the resonance was exploited to reconstruct the complete event kinematic

[3]. The reconstructed Breit-Wigner distribution is illustrated in Figure 1. The extracted values for

the mass m0 = 1383.2 ± 0.9+0.1
−1.5

MeV/c2 and Γ0 = 40.2 ± 2.1+1.2
−2.8 MeV/c2, agree well within the

uncertainties, with the literature value [11].
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For the reconstruction of the Λ(1405) resonance the following reaction was considered [4]

p + p →Λ(1405)pK+ → (Σ∓π±)pK+. (4)

The acceptance and efficiency corrected mass distribution of the Λ(1405) (including background con-

tributions) is shown in Figure 2. As the line shape of the resonance is the most important observable

and is expected to change in different production reactions, we have compared it to the mass distribu-

tions measured in pion induced reactions. In contrast to e.g. gamma induced reactions [12], the three

line shapes in Figure 2 agree well with one another [13]. This might hint towards a similar production

mechanism in pion and proton induced reactions. The maximum of the mass distribution differs from

kaon induced reactions [4] and this feature should be implemented carefully in models that treat the

in-medium behavior of anti-kaons.

Figure 3. π+p invariant mass spectra from the analysis of the Λ(1405) resonance [4]. The left side shows the data

compared to simulation where the π+p from Reaction (5) are produced directly, while the right side shows the

data compared to simulation where the π+p from Reaction (5) stem from the decay of the Δ++ resonance (both

shown as red histogram). In the second case, the data are much better described by the sum of all contributions

(gray histogram) [16].

3 The Importance of Δ’s

The investigation of the Λ(1405) resonance has yielded, apart from the first high quality result of

the resonance line shape in p+p collisions, another interesting outcome. Namely, the nature of the

background underneath the resonance signal [16]. The two components, discussed in the following

are:

p + p → Σ−π+pK+, (5)

p + p → Σ+π−pK+. (6)

The investigation of the invariant mass distribution of π+p in Reaction (5) has shown, that the data are

best described by assuming that these two particles stem from the decay of a Δ++(1232) resonance,

while Reaction (6) gave no hint, that the π−p pair might stem from aΔ0(1232) resonance [16]. Figure 3

illustrates the former case. The left panel shows that if the simulation of Reaction (5) is included as a

non-resonant contribution, the data are not well described by the cocktail of all contributing sources.
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Figure 4. π+p invariant mass spectra from the analysis of the associate production of K0 mesons [5]. The

left panel shows events that contain a Λ, while the right panel shows events with a Σ0. The gray histograms

correspond to the sum of simulated contributions plus the non-strange background described by the K0 side band

sample. Detailed information can be found in Ref. [5].

Figure 5. Angular differential cross section of Reaction (3) as a function of the cosine of the angle between the

Σ∗ and the neutron in the n − K+-rest-frame (helicity angle). The observable is described best by the simulation,

if about 33% of the Σ∗ are produced via a higher mass resonance (blue histogram) [3].

If, however, the simulations are modified to include the Δ++(1232) as the source of the π+p pair in

Reaction (5), the simulation describe the data much better [16]. Hence, we conclude that a Σ− and a

K+ in p+p collisions are predominantly accompanied by a Δ++(1232), if an additional pion is in the

final state.

Complementary to the analysis of resonances produced with K+ mesons, an analysis of exclusive

production channels including K0 has recently been presented [5]. In this analysis the reactions

p + p → Λπ+pK0, (7)

p + p → Σ0π+pK0, (8)
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Figure 6. This figure is a compilation of many reconstructed angular distributions of different data measured with

the HADES spectrometer. Panel a) shows the neutron CMS angle of Reaction (3) [3]. Panel b) shows the proton

CMS angle from the exclusive pK+Λ final state [17], Panels c) and d) show the pπ+ CMS angle of Reaction (7)

(upper) and Reaction (8) (lower) [5]. Panel e) shows the pπ0 CMS angle of the exclusive ppπ0 final state [6].

While all the distributions refer to the data of p+p collisions at a kinetic energy of 3.5 GeV the last panel f) shows

data of p+p collisions at the kinetic energy of 1.25 GeV [8].

were reconstructed to raise the question whether resonances also play a key role in these channels.

Figure 4 shows the answer to this question. The individual contributions of the single channels were

fitted to the data [5]. The best fit result was achieved, with a dominant contribution of the case

when the π+p stem from a Δ++(1232) resonance instead of a direct production (11:1 for Reaction (7)

and 7:1 for Reaction (8)). The non-resonant production of the π+p gave, in both cases, a negligible

contribution to the mass spectra (red and brown histograms in Figure 4). Not only the ground state Δ

resonance plays a significant role in strangeness production, but also heavier Δ resonances contribute

to the kinematical properties of the measured particles. An example therefore is the Σ(1385)+K+

system of Reaction (3). We have investigated the n − K+ helicity angle (opening angle between

Σ(1385) and n in the n−K+ rest frame). This observable is suited to study the correlation of final state

particles and is similar to an invariant mass [3]. The observable is displayed in Figure 5. While a non-

resonant production of the Σ(1385)+ would yield an uniform distribution of the opening angle between

the latter and the neutron, a production of the Σ(1385)+ as a decay product of a heavy Δ++ resonance

would lead to an anisotropic structure in this observable (blue histogram) [3]. A good description of

the helicity distribution was achieved by including 1/3 of the Σ∗ - K+ pairs to be produced via a Δ++

with a mass of about 2035 MeV/c2.
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Figure 7. The left panel shows the preliminary φ/K− ratio at mid-rapidity measured by HADES in Au+Au

collisions at 1.23 GeV/A compared with published ratios [1]. The Au+Au value from HADES shows that the

ratio strongly rises for low center of mass energies. This rise can be explained by a statistical model framework

depending on the value of the strangeness correlation radius Rc (violet curves). The right panel displays the

K−/K+ ratio as a function of the beam kinetic energy [1, 19]. As the HADES data fit nicely into the general trend

a certain trust is put in the reconstructed particle yields [20].

These examples show that already simple mass and helicity observables indicate that one can not

neglect the presence of Δ resonances while modeling production processes, if one intends to describe

the measured observables to a great detail.

4 Angular Distributions

Apart from the fact that HADES has shown in many ways how important Δ’s are as a source for

hadrons, we have investigated the production kinematic of several exclusive final states. The observ-

ables of interest for that purpose are angular distributions in the center-of-mass reference frame of the

p+p colliding system. Figure 6 shows a compilation of several angular distributions of final states

including strange and non-strange particles. The distributions are, in most cases, anisotropic with a

preference for very forward and backward angles.

These observations show that a phase space production of particles without any underlying dy-

namics is not a good choice for a model to describe the data at SIS energies. This statement was in

detail shown for the pK+Λ final state [17] for which the comparison to phase space simulation failed

to describe the data [18]. Due to isospin conservation not Δ but N∗ resonances play the dominant role

in this particular channel [7].

5 Preliminary Results from the Au+Au System

An analysis, currently performed on the Au(1.23 GeV/A)+Au data, shows once more the importance

of understanding resonances as a source for light hadrons. In line with the findings from the previous

Ar(1.76 GeV/A)+KCl run, where an essential result for strangeness physics was based in the deter-

mined φ/K− ratio of 0.37±0.13 (meaning that around 20% of the K− stem from the φ decay) [1], the

new Au+Au data hint towards an even more extreme role of the φ meson for the K− properties. In the
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newly measured collision system about 70-80% of the K− stem from the φ decay, making this reso-

nance the dominant source for K− [20]. Figure 7 shows the extracted φ/K− ratio with the preliminary

systematic uncertainty. The ratio shows a strong rise towards low center of mass energies.

6 Summary

Here, many examples were shown to illustrate how important resonance properties are in order to un-

derstand the behavior of light hadrons. The idea of these diverse measurements performed by HADES

is that the knowledge about particle production in elementary collisions should serve as an input to

understand also heavier colliding systems. For that purpose, total and differential cross sections of

exclusive final states have been reconstructed for strange and non-strange particle production. We

have further investigated whether Δ resonances participate in the production of pions in the final state,

which is mostly the case, especially for the Δ++ resonance. Together with these results and the recon-

struction of heavier strange resonances, the knowledge gained so far is a useful tool to understand the

dynamics of heavy ion collisions with help of transport models.
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